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The use of some age determination methods may result in the

incorrect age structure of fish populations. This in turn may lead

to incorporation of inappropriate data into models used for stock

management. Otoliths are commonly used for determining the age of

fishes, and ages based on the whole otoliths (surface ages) are

often lower than those based on otolith sections of long-lived,

slow-growing fishes such as rockfishes (Sebastes spp.). Therefore,

significant overestimates in growth and mortality may occur when

surface ages are used for these species.

This study provides estimates of growth and total

instantaneous mortality for Sebastes diploproa and S. pinniger

based on ages determined from the otolith surface versus those

determined from otolith sections. For both species, estimates of



mortality were reduced by more than half when section rather than

surface ages were used. Estimates of growth based on surface

rather than section ages were nearly identical for S. diploproa

but appeared higher for S. pinniger. The inclusion of posterior

otolith projections in the surface counts of S. diploproa and not

S. pinniger are suspected of producing these differences.

Because of these revised estimates of mortality and growth

the life history features and response to exploitation of these

species must be re-evaluated. Maximum sustainable yields of S.

ninniger and S. diploproa based on surface ages are 2 to 5 times

greater for'either species than yields based on section ages.

Mistaken estimates such as these can lead to management errors

resulting in overexploitation and may thus explain the depletion

of some stocks of Sebastes spp..
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THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT OTOLITH AGEING TECHNIQUES ON

ESTIMATES OF GROWTH AND MORTALITY FOR TWO SPECIES OF ROCKFISHES,

SEBASTES PINNIGER AND SEBASTES DIPLOPROA

INTRODUCTION

In order to manage fished stocks properly, accurate estimates

of various population parameters are required for fisheries yield

models (Pope 1979). Two vital population characteristics of

exploited fish populations are growth and mortality rates. The

age of the fish is necessary to estimate both these parameters and

must be attained from the interpretation of layers laid down on

the hard parts of fish, comparison of length frequency

distributions, or mark recapture studies (Everhart and Young 1981;

Ricker 1979). Often with slow-growing demersal marine fishes such

as rockfishes (Sebastes), however, neither mark and recapture

methods or the examination of length frequencies are adequate to

distinguish older year classes (Beamish 1979a, 1979b; Dark 1975;

De 3ont 1967; Gunderson 1977). Therefore, age and growth

information must be attained through the interpretation of the

rings on various hard parts of the fish, i.e., scales, fin rays,

or the saccular otolith or earbone (Chilton and Beamish 1982;
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Pannella 1980; Six and Horton 1977). In Sebastes the otolith often

provides the most satisfactory results (Kimura et al. 1979; Six

and Horton 1977; Westrheim 1973).

Many different techniques have been developed in order to

facilitate the detection and interpretation of otolith patterns

used in age determination (Chilton and Beamish 1982; Williams and

Bedford 1974; Blacker 1974; Tagart 1984). Often the age of the

fish is determined y counting the number of yearly zones or

annuli viewed on the exterior of the whole otolith (hereafter

referred to as "surface ages"). In many species of fishes,

however, the otolith length (anterior-posterior dimension) and

width (dorsal-ventral dimension) are linear functions of fish

length and thus do not increase significantly with age after

asymptotic length is reached (Beamish 1979b; Blacker 1974).

Deposition of growth zones on the internal surface of the otolith

continues, however. This results in a lateral thickening of the

otolith in older fish in which densely packed, indistinct annuli

at the edges of the otolith are difficult to count (Beamish 1979b;

Blacker 1974; Chilton and Beamish 1982; Power 1978). In these

situations a lateral cross section of the otolith may reveal the

rings or annuli that were previously indistinguishable at the

edges of the whole otolith (enumerated as "section ages"). As a

consequence, the agreement in ageing fish using the methods of
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surface and section ageing may differ depending on the age of the

fish. For example, both ageing techniques yield similar ages for

young Pacific hake (Merluccius productus) <8 years of age and

young Pacific ocean perch (Sebastes alutus)< 22-24 years of age,

(Beamish 1979b, 1979a). Pacific hake and Pacific ocean perch with

maximum surface ages of 11 and 27 years, however, had section ages

of 17 and 77 years, respectively. Similarly, Boehlert and

Yoklavich (1984) found that ages obtained from either ageing

technique were generally in agreement for younger S. diploproa

(<25 years) and S. pinniger (<10 years), but with older fishes of

both species, surface ages were markedly lower than the section

ages. For example, S. diploproa had maximum section ages of 69

years versus surface ages of 30 years. For S. pinniger,

differences of 14 and 29 years occurred between maximum section

and maximum surface ages for females and males, respectively

(Boehlert 1984).

Many rockfishes (Sebastes) are found at moderate depths and

can not survive the pressure change when brought to the surface.

Therefore, tagging studies designed to validate ages derived from

surface or sectioned otoliths directly are quite difficult (Shaw

et al. 1981). "Successful" validation of any method of age

determination requires verification of all reported ages based on

results of mark-recapture studies and/or the capture of known age

fish (Beamish and McFarlane 1983). Although very few studies for

any fish species completely satisfy these criteria (Beamish and



McFarland [1983] cite only 17 of 500 studies reviewed), findings

by Kelly and Wolf (1959), Bratberg (1956), Kimura et al. (1979),

and Westrheim (1973) tend to verify that at younger ages, surface

ages of various Sebastes spp. represent the true age of the

fish. Further, Sandeman (1961) validated ages derived from

"transversely cracked" otoliths in young Sebastes. When results of

readings between surface and section otoliths begin to diverge in

older fishes, however, evidence suggests that the surface age is

in error. For example, after reporting that both ageing methods

yield similar results in young S. alutus, Beamish (1979a) argues

that the zones on an otolith section should represent true annuli

in older fish as well. He states that there is no reason to

believe that the "verified" otolith section growth pattern in

younger fish will differ from older fish. That is, that an abrupt

"change" in the pattern seen on otolith sections occurs after

22-24 years of age (when surface and section ages diverge).

Rather, after about 5-10 years of age, Beamish (1979a) states that

growth zones seen on an otolith section "exhibit a similar and

constant pattern of decreasing thickness" consistent with the

pattern seen on verified surface ages of young S. alutus. Bennett

et al. (1982) provide direct evidence in support of the accuracy

of section ages in Sebastes by measuring the difference between

210Pb
and

226Ra
in different age groups of S. diploproa.

4
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Rockfish stocks are not characterized as being highly

resilient in responding to environmental perturbations,

particularly heavy fishing pressure (Gunderson 1977; Leaman and

Beamish 1984). Therefore, a management strategy that assumes few

age groups and rapid growth, thus permiting heavy fishing

pressure, may lead to overexploitation and a severe reduction in

the number of year classes present in the fishery (Beamish and

Chilton 1982). In the past stock conditions such as these may have

led to the decline of various important commercial fisheries

(Archibald et al. 1983; Gunderson 1977). Because present evidence

supports the validity of section ages for older fish, the

possibility that many demersal fish stocks are underaged due to

the more common surface ageing technique could have .similar

biological and management implications. For example, Archibald et

al. (1981) found that when the otoliths of 10 species of

rockfishes (Sebastes spp.) were analysed using section ages the

estimates of instantaneous mortality (Z) were reduced by as much

as 50% (also see Shaw and Archibald [1981]). Ricker (1975)

presents a theoretical model that demonstrates the effects of

underestimates of age in constructing estimates of mortality. He

demonstrates that survival would "appear" to decrease

substantially at greater ages. Ricker (1969) also suggests that

when bias towards reading ages is too low, and the frequency of

errors increases with age, growth will be overestimated.

Hirschhorn (1974) has pointed out that the "exclusion of older
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ages from data sets affects the estimation of von Bertalanffy

growth parameters and is therefore inadvisable." Because

population. size, growth, and mortality are the basic data required

for production modelling, systematic bias in age determination may

lead to serious errors in determining stock production estimates

(Le Cren 1974).

This study attempts to determine whether significant

differences in the estimates of two important population

parameters, growth and mortality, are affected by the method of

age determination for two species of Sebastes S. diploproa, a

long-lived and slow-growing species, and S. pinniger, a relatively

slow-growing species (Boehlert and Kappenman 1980; Boehlert and

Yoklavich 1984).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Collection

Otoliths from Sebastes diploproa and S. pinniger were

collected during a 1980 trawl survey conducted off the west coast

of North America (latitude 36°49' to 50° 00' N) by the Northwest

and Alaska Fisheries Center, National Marine Fisheries Service.

Gear, sampling design and catch processing of the 1980 survey

generally followed the procedure reported by Dark et al. (1983).

Several differences in the collection and care of otoliths are

described by Boehlert and Yoklavich (1984). The selection of size

classes for the age subsample was stratified by size rather than a

random subsample of the catch. That is, catch processing of fish

did not occur in proportions relative to the numbers occurring in

the catch but were systematically chosen until a predetermined

number for each size class was attained.

Only length frequency samples (fork length) taken during 1980

were used since biased age frequency distributions may occur when

age-length keys are applied to length frequency data collected

during different years (Westrheim and Ricker 1978). Because length

frequency data from the 1980 NMFS cruise for S. pinniger was

limited, 1980 length frequency data for S. pinniger from the

Washington Department of Fisheries and the Oregon Department of
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Fisheries and Wildlife were added to the length frequency samples

from the 1980 NMFS survey. Growth of S. diploproa differs with

latitude (Boehlert and Kappenman (1980); because 76% of the S.

diploproa age sample was collected between 40°26' and 48°47'north

latitude, the length frequency sample for S. diploproa was

restricted to fish collected within this geographical area.

Length frequency samples of both species were not weighted to the

total catch from which the samples were taken.

Ageing Procedure

Ages were determined from the same whole and then laterally

sectioned left sagittal otolith of S. diploproa and S. pinniger by

one of three readers from the same laboratory. Since the summer

and winter growth periods of many rockfish species are reflected

in the formation of opaque and translucent (hyaline) otolith

growth bands, respectively, one year of fish growth is reflected

in one pair of opaque and hyaline otolith zones (Kimura et al.

1979; Westrheim 1973; Bennett et al. 1982). Consequently the age

of a whole or sectioned otolith was determined by counting the

number of translucent concentric annuli (zones) in the manner

proposed by Kimura et al. (1979) for whole otoliths and Boehlert

(1984) for otolith sections.
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For both species, ages were derived from whole otoliths

(called "surface ages") by the method outlined by Boehlert and

Yoklavich (1984). Whole otoliths were submerged in water on a

black background, concave surface up, and viewed through a

dissecting microscope at 10X using reflected light. Generally,

the otolith was read from the focus to the dorsal edge, or in the

case of older individuals, from the focus to the posterio-dorsal

or posterior region (Fig. la, b). Otoliths from many older

specimens, particularly S. diploproa, possess posterior

projections (these are not apparent on all older specimens)

(Boehlert and Yoklavich 1984, Fig. 1, 2). Translucent-opaque band

pairs located in these regions were included in the count for S.

diploproa but not for S. pinniger. The criteria proposed by

Kimura et al. (1979) for accepting a particular age for a given

whole otolith were used in this study.

Corso-ventral otolith sections (Fig. 3) 0.4mm thick were

obtained and prepared by the procedures outlined by Nichy (1977)

and Boehlert (1984). Briefly, this method involved sectioning the

whole otolith using a double bladed diamond saw, mounting the

section on a microscope slide, and polishing surface artifacts

from the mounted section. The mounted otolith section was then

viewed under a dissecting microscope at approximately 30X. In some

cases, sections from older individuals were viewed under a

compound microscope at 100X using transmitted light. Generally,
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the otolith section was read from the focus to the dorsal edge.

In older individuals, the reader began counting toward the dorsal

tip and then followed a distinct ring from the dorsal region of

the section into the internal dorsal quadrant. From the internal

dorsal quadrant, counting continued towards the section edge (Fig.

3).

In many species of rockfishes, surface and section ages tend

to agree in younger individuals (Beamish 1979; Boehlert and

Yoklavich 1984; Shaw and Archibald 1981). For example, Boehlert

and Yoklavich (unpub.) systematically subsampled every fourth

otolith pair from S. diploproa and every third otolith pair from

S. pinniger used in this study and found mean deviations between

surface and section ages of less than 2 years for S. diploproa

females aged <12 years and males aged < 17 years and for S.

pinniger females s 7 years and males < 8 years. For this reason,

I assigned a section age equal to the surface age for all

remaining otoliths having surface ages s the respective value

listed above. For example, an otolith from a S. pinniger male

having a surface age of 6 years was given a section age of 6

years. This procedure was necessary due to the large data set.
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Data Analysis

I used the results of each ageing technique separately (i.e.

surface versus section ages) to estimate growth and mortality

rates of S. pinniger and S. diploproa which I then compared

statistically. Sexes of both species were analyzed separately

because maximum size and growth rates exhibited by males and

females of these and other rockfish species have been found to

differ (Boehlert 1980; Wilkens 1980; Westrheim and Harling 1975).

Data for sexes were combined to facilitate comparison with past

studies.

Estimation of mortality rate

Age-length keys were constructed and applied to 1980

length- frequency distributions to give the age composition

(population size at each age) of the stock (Ricker 1975). Total

instantaneous mortality rates (Z) were estimated by calculating

the slope of the descending right hand side of the age-frequency

distribution (catch curve) using simple linear regression (Ricker

1975). If 4 or more successive year classes were absent from the

catch curve, older year classes (to the right of the absent year

classes) were excluded from mortality rate calculations. Total

instantaneous mortality rates were compared using an F test for

parallelism of regression lines (Neter and Wasserman 1974).
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Although surface and section age measurements were made

independently of one another and resulted in two data sets, the

ages were determined from the same otolith and would, therefore,

be correlated with the age of the fish. Tracking the covariance

between the two variates when the age length matrix is applied to

the length frequency sample would be an inordinate task (D.R.

Thomas, pers. comm.). However, to test for differences between 2

random variates (Xl and XI) one would compute the variance of the

difference (0-2 (X1 -X=). Because the variance of a difference equals

the sum of the individual variances (0-1, and a-t ) minus two times

the covariance of the variates; i.e.,

Cr-2. t ce-2 2C0V (X X2)
)42.

and a positive correlation exists between the variates

(surface and section ages), the results of the F test should be

considered conservative (T.J. Quinn; D.R. Thomas pers. comm.).
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Estimation of Growth Rate

Individual length-at-age data were fit to the von Bertalanffy

growth model using a nonlinear regression routine (Dixon 1981).

The von Bertalanffy growth function is described by the equation:

L
t
= L

0'
i1-exp(-k(t-to)]

where t = age (years), k = a growth constant, L., = maximum

asymptotic length (hereafter denoted by "L-inf"), Lt = length at

age t, and to = time when Lt = 0. Von Bertalanffy growth curves

were compared using the Rao chi square test for homogeneity of

individual parameters (Rao 1973), and the method developed by

Gallucci and Quinn (1979). In the first procedure, difficulties in

the interpretation of tests of compound null hypotheses may lead

to problems in drawing conclusions about differences in growth

(see Gallucci and Quinn 1979; Kingsley 1980). The latter procedure

avoids the problems associated with close correlation between

estimates of k and L-inf by reparameterizing the von Bertalanffy

growth function with the introduction of a new parameter W (= k.

L-inf)( Appeldoorn 1983; Gulland 1983, Gallucci and Quinn 1979).

Because to is only a location parameter, not a measure of growth

(Appeldoorn 1983), and W is more robust than either k or L-inf
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(Gallucci and Quinn 1979), statistical comparison of W was

regarded as the primary test. The nonlinear regression procedure

produced estimates of the parameters, their asymptotic standard

errors, and the correlation coefficient of k and L-inf from which

W was estimated and its variance calculated (Gallucci and Quinn

1979). As in the case of mortality estimate comparisons, the

covariance term of the variates was not determined. Therefore,

statistical results should be considered rather conservative (T.J.

Quinn pers. comm.).
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RESULTS

Growth of S. pinniger

Otoliths from 363 female and 516 male S. pinniger were

collected between latitude 43° 11' and 49° 16' N. Geographic

stratification of the age sample was unnecessary because there is

no significant latitudinal variation in growth for S. pinniger

(Boehlert and Kappenman 1980). The mean length of females sampled

for otoliths was 49.9 cm and ranged from 15 to 64 cm. Male

specimens sampled for otoliths had a mean length of 48.1 cm and

ranged from 14 to 58 cm. Mean length at surface or section age,

number of individuals at that age, and standard deviation from the

mean length are listed for S. pinniger (Tables 1,2). Regardless of

the ageing technique used, females appear to grow faster than

males after 8-10 years of age and reach a larger size (Tables 1,2;

Figs. 4,5). But growth parameter estimates were not significantly

different btween females and males with the exception of L-inf

(P 0.001) for section ages and k (P=0.047) and L-inf (P=0.047) for

surface ages (Table 3).

Surface ages of female S. pinniger ranged from 2 to 22 years

whereas section ages ranged from 2 to 34 years (Table 1). Through

age 10, mean lengths-at-age for females based on either surface or

section ages are similar with mean length-at-age differences
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between treatments of less than 1 cm. After age 11, mean

lengths-at-age are much greater for surface ages than for section

ages (Table 1). Consequently, von Bertalanffy growth parameter

estimates of female L-inf from surface ages exceeded the section

age estimate by 5.70 cm (Table 4) and were significantly different

(P=0.007). The difference is reflected in the fitted growth curves

(Fig. 4). The estimate of k based on surface ages was lower than

that for section ages (Table 4) although the difference was not

significant (P=0.177). Similar values of k between treatments

apparently resulted in values of W which were not significantly

different (P=0.162, Table 4). The difference in growth rate

between treatments apparently occurs beyond the region of the

curve where statistical tests on W are most powerful (Gulland

1983).

Differences between male S. pinniger section and surface ages

were much greater than those seen for females, with surface ages

ranging from 2 to 25 years and section ages ranging from 2 to 60

years (Table 2). As with females, deviations between mean

lengths-at-surface and section age for males increased with age.

For males, the mean length-at-age was larger for surface than for

section aged fish in all but two age groups (Table 2). Generally,

the differences between mean lengths derived from surface versus

section ,ages within each sex were greater for males than for

females (in 12 of 19 cases). Therefore, one might expect that

differences between estimated growth parameters for males using
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surface versus section ages would be larger than estimates for

females. However, the difference between estimated L-inf from

surface and section ages of males was 3.83 cm (P<0.001) which was

less than the same difference for females (i.e. 5.70 cm) (P=0.007;

Table 4). The estimate of k for males based on surface ages was

less than that based on section ages (Table 4), although not

significantly different (P=0.177). Slight but nonsignificant

decreases in W also occurred when male surface rather than section

ages were used (P=0.509, Table 4). The fitted growth curves for

males (Fig. 5) based on surface and section ages reflect the

smaller differences between estimated parameters and appear more

similar than growth curves for females (Fig. 4).

Mortality of S. pinniger

Length frequency observations from 967 females and 1464 males

were used in generating estimates of total mortality (Z). The size

ranges of females and males were 15-64 cm (mean length 49.9 cm)

and 14-59 cm (mean length 48.2 cm), respectively. When compared

with length frequency distributions of the age samples, biases due

to the non-random processing of the catch appear minimal with

dominant modes occurring around 52 cm for females and 50 cm for

males in both the length frequency (size composition) and age

sample (Figs. 6a,b). For females, the range in length (15-64 cm)

in the age and size composition samples was identical. For males,
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the range in size classes was nearly identical in the age sample

(14-58 cm) and size composition sample (14-59 cm). Therefore,

construction of catch curves using age-length keys will utilize

essentially the entire age sample and ageing technique effects

will be effectively reflected.

Catch curves constructed from surface and section ages of S.

pinniger females and males are presented in Figs. 7-3. Estimates

of total mortality, the range of ages over which a particular

value of Z was calculated, and the results of statistical

comparisons between Z are found in Table 5. The age of complete

vulnerability to the fishery for males and females appeared to be

12 years of age independent of the ageing technique used (Figs.

7,8). Compared to results of the 1977 NMFS west coast rockfish

survey in which the age of complete vulnerability (calculated from

surface ages) for females was 15 years (mean length 55 cm) and for

males was 14 years (mean length 51 cm)(Boehlert 1980), the

relative abundance of smaller, younger fish in the catches appears

to have increased. The descending right hand sides of all catch

curves constructed for S. pinniger appear linear, indicating no

evidence for violations in the log linear model's assumptions of

similar age specific mortality, uniform recruitment, and equal

vulnerability to the sampling gear of all fully recruited age

groups (Ricker 1975; Robson and Chapman 1961). Regardless of the

ageing technique used, estimates of Z for females were larger than

for males (Table 5). The difference in Z based on surface ages
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between sexes was relatively low (0.452 (f) versus 0.405 (m)),

whereas with section ages, the estimate of Z for females ((0.178)

was twice the value calculated for males (0.089). Highly

significant differences were found between estimates of mortality

derived from surface and section ages for females, males and sexes

combined (Table 5). For females, estimates of Z determined from

section ages were 61% less than the value calculated from surface

ages. For males, a larger reduction (78%) was seen between

estimates of Z derived from surface and section ages; this is

partially related to otolith clarity as discussed elsewhere.

Growth of S. diploproa

Otoliths from 1131 female and 922 male S. diploproa were

collected between latitude 36° 49' and 48° 47' N. Within this

geographical region, Boehlert and Kappenman (1980) found

significant increases in growth rates for S. diploproa (determined

from surface ages) with latitude from 3 geographical strata

(341137°, 37(140°, 40 148° N). In the present study only 24% of the

total number of samples was taken south of 40 N. Therefore, all S.

diploproa otoliths were analysed as a single stock in order that

ageing effects could be properly evaluated. Resulting growth

curves would most closely represent fish from the northernmost

strata (40°48° N). Females composing the otolith sample ranged in

length from 11 to 39 cm with a mean length 25.7 cm. Males sampled
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for otoliths ranged from 9 to 36 cm with a mean length of 24.3

cm. Mean length at surface or section age, number of individuals

at that age, and standard deviation from the mean length for males

and females are presented in Table 6-7. Von Bertalanffy growth

curves derived from surface and section ages for females and males

are presented in Figs. 9,10. Von Bertalanffy growth parameter

estimates for all curves are listed in Table 9. Females attain a

larger size than males (Tables 6,7). Furthermore, growth appears

more rapid for females than males, particularly after

approximately 10 years of age (Table 6,7; Figs. 9, 10).

Comparisons of estimated growth parameters between sexes using

surface and section ages resulted in significant differences in

all 3 parameters as well as W (Table 8).

Both sexes of S. diploproa reached much greater ages than

those attained by S. pinniger. Unlike the situation seen between

sexes in S. pinniger, female S. diploproa attained ages similar to

males; with surface ages ranging from 1 to 55 yrs and section ages

from 1 to 81 yrs (Table 6). Although mean lengthsatage for

females are consistently greater when based upon surface versus

section age, the difference is slight except from 44 to 50 years

of age (Table 6). Therefore, von Bertalanffy growth curves for

female surface and section ages (Fig. 9) are nearly identical and

Bertalanffy parameter estimates, and W are not significantly

different (Table 9). Surface ages for males ranged from 1 to 46

years while otolith sections revealed ages from 1 to 84 years
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(Table 7). Differences between mean lengths at surface and section

age for males are slightly less than for females (Table 7), and

growth curves are essentially identical (Fig. 10). As expected,

there were no significant differences between growth parameters or

W (Table 9).

Mortality of S. diploproa

Length frequency observations from 820 females and 769 males

were used in estimating total mortality. The size classes for

females ranged from 13-40 cm (mean length 27.3 cm) and 9-36 cm

(mean length 24.3 cm), respectively. When compared with the

length frequencies of the age sample, differences in the size

distributions of the two samples are more apparent for females

than males (Figs. 11a, b). The female age sample possesses large

peaks around 23-24 cm and 26-27 cm whereas the size composition

sample contains large modes around 23-24 cm and 31-33 cm (Fig.

11a). Sampling biases from the male age sample did not appear

large. Only a single spike around 26 cm occurred in the age

sample and not in the size distribution; although small males may

have been slightly over-represented in the age sample (Fig. 11b).

When applying an age-length key to the size frequency sample, size

classes that are not represented in both samples will not enter

into the analysis and contribute to the resulting age composition

sample (see Westrheim and Ricker (1978) for a discussion on the
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use of age-length keys). Therefore, if many size classes are not

found in both samples, ageing differences due to surface and

section ages may not be accurately reflected in the age

composition and subsequent mortality estimate. For females and

males, only 4 and 7 size classes, respectively, were not common to

both data sets and, therefore, were not incorporated into the age

composition when using the age-length key (the excluded lengths,

and number of individuals (in parentheses) were: Female 11(1),

12(2), 14(6), 38(9); Male 9(1), 10(3), 11(6), 12(1), 13(3),

15(15), 36(1)). For both species, estimates of Z calculated

directly from the age samples without using an age-length key, the

range of ages over which Z was determined for females, males, and

sexes combined are presented in Appendix 1. Sampling biases as

well as the lengths excluded when using an age-length key are

incorporated into these estimates. Sampling biases might

adversely affect estimates of Z if an age-length key is not used

to remove bias (Dark 1975) (size composition sample assumed

unbiased).

Catch curves constructed from surface and section otolith

ages from S. diploproa females and males are shown in Figs. 12-13.

Table 10 lists values of Z, the range of ages used in calculating

the slope and results of statistical tests between mortality

estimates derived from surface and section ages for males, females

and sexes combined. In all cases, particularly among females,

substantial variation occurs between year classes, with a
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succession of weak year classes between 10-20 years of age (Figs.

12, 13). Boehlert (1980) observed no such trend for S. diploproa

sampled between 40148° N during 1977. Because the catch curves

reflect a period of approximately 10 years when recruitment of S.

diploproa did not appear constant the assumption of the log-linear

model was not satisfied and two different estimates of Z for each

treatment have been calculated. In the first instance, estimates

of total mortality have been determined without concern for the

period of non-uniform recruitment (labeled "A" in Table 10). That

is, complete vulnerability to the fishery was assumed to occur

around 7 to 8 years of age (i.e. the first dominant mode) for

either sex and consequently this age was chosen as the lowest age

over which Z was calculated. In the second case (labeled "B" in

Table 10), Z was determined over only those ages where constant

recruitment appeared to have occurred, and therefore, ages less

than approximately 22 years were excluded from the calculations.

In all cases, except male section ages, exclusion of year classes

over the period of highly variable recruitment (i.e. 10-22 yrs.

of age) resulted in a larger estimate of Z (Table 10). These

latter estimates of Z are considered most accurate and are

addressed below. Based on surface ages, females are characterized

by slightly lower total instantaneous mortality than males (0.109

versus 0.130)(Table 10). Based on section ages, however, the

estimated Z for females exceeded the value calculated for males

(0.049 versus 0.031) (Table 10). As seen with S. pinniger, highly
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significant differences were found between estimates of Z derived

from surface and section ages for females, males, and sexes

combined (Table 10). Estimated total mortality determined from

section ages rather than surface ages reduced Z by 55% for females

and 76% for males.
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DISCUSSION

Causes for Differences in Growth Based on Section and Surface Ages

Evidence presented in this study demonstrates that nearly

identical estimates of growth parameters for S. diploproa occur

when section and surface aces are used in the analysis (Figs. 9,

10; Table 9). For S. pinniger, however, estimates of the von

Bertalanffy parameter describing maximum length, L-inf, were

significantly lower when section rather than surface ages were

used. Growth in general appeared slower, although the difference

was not significant (Figs. 4,5; Table 4). Trends in von

Bertalanffy's k based on surface versus section ages for both

species differed from earlier work. Archibald et al. (1980) for

example, found that a decrease in k occurred in S. alutus when

section ages rather than surface ages were used. The authors

compared estimates of k from their study in which section (and

broken/burned) ages were used with values determined in an earlier

study that used surface ages (Gunderson 1977). In the present

study, a tendency towards higher estimates of k occurred for S.

pinniger and S. diploproa in all but one instance (male S.

diploproa) when section rather than surface ages were used. As

expected (Gallucci and Quinn 1979), decreases in estimates of

L-inf accompanied the increase seen in k in all cases (Tables
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4,9). Estimates of L-inf from Archibald et al. (1980) exceeded

values reported by Gunderson (1977). Three possible reasons

discussed below may account for the increase in L-inf and

overestimate in growth that occurs when surface ages are used for

S. pinniger.

Boehlert and Yoklavich (1984) state that because female S.

pinniger grow faster than their male counterparts, whole otoliths

are clearer and easier to read for females; consequently, surface

ages more closely approximate section ages. A similiar situation

may occur within each sex. That is, using surface ages, faster

growing individuals may be more "accurately" aged than slower

growing individuals, leading to differences in growth curves

derived from section and surface ages. Figure 14 demonstrates

this effect. If we look at a portion of the curve where

differences between the two ageing techniques occur, it is

conceivable that surface aged fish in region B are faster growing

than surface aged fish in region A (and this is why they have been

assigned a more correct older surface age). Therefore, when

surface aged fish in region A are aged using otolith sections,

their "true" (section) aces place them in region C of the section

age curve. The faster growing surface aged fish in region B are

nearer to their "true" section age and they are found in region D

of the section age curve. If this relationship were true, one

would expect a negative correlation between the difference of

section minus surface ages for each fish and fish length. In
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other words, as length increased the difference between the two

aceing techniques should decrease (i.e. moving up the curve from

region A to region B). Tests (Pearson's correlation coefficient)

were conducted on S. pinniger, along the region of the curve where

differences in growth were greatest, to explore this relationship

(see below). Obviously, the strong relati.onship between ace and

length (growth) that occurs over a fish's lifespan will confound

the above tests. That is, differences between section and surface

ages tend to increase with the age (and length) of the fish

yielding the reverse condition (positive correlation between

section minus surface age as a function of fish length). For this

reason correlation tests (Nie et al. 1975) were restricted to the

upper portion of the growth curve with results shown in Table 11.

Although all correlations for females, males, and sexes combined

were positive, further investigations, which could eliminate the

confounding effects of growth from juvenile to adult, may reveal

that, within sexes, differential growth rates may affect the

accuracy of surface aces and give rise, at least in part, to

errors in estimated growth parameters.

Another reason that explains differences in mean

lengths-at-age and, therefore, growth curves between surface and

section ages may be that growth actually continues slightly

throughout life, or at least after fish have reached the

asymptotic region of the growth curve (Figs. 4,5). Although fish

may exhibit indeterminate growth (Beverton and Holt 1959; Knight
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1968; Ricker 1979), all workers do not necessarily believe this is

true for rockfishes. Beamish (1979a) for example, suggested that

in older (>27 years of age) specimens of Pacific ocean perch,

"neither males nor females showed a trend towards increased length

with increased section age." Furthermore, "if ages determined

from sections are correct, the possibility that decreases in

length occur should not be ignored." Beamish cautions the reader,

however, that these conclusions are based on a small sample size

and that the effects of using grouped length-at-age data to

describe fish growth are not known (see Ricker 1979). These

cautions apply to the following explanation as well. In this

study, mean lengths-at-age based on section ages for S. pinniger

tend to increase slightly over the "asymptotic" portion of the

curve (Figs. 4,5). Therefore, when surface ages are used, errors

in ageing incorrectly place relatively old, large individuals

(which are located on the outer asymptotic region of the section

age curve) into younger, surface age groups, thus inflating the

mean lengths-at-ace based on surface ages. Therefore, mean

lengths-at-age are smaller for section rather than surface ages

(Figs. 4,5). Note that the oldest age groups based on section ages

have approximately the same mean length as the oldest surface aged

groups, with the exception of the 2 largest female mean

length-at-age groups based on surface aces (which represent only 4

specimens [Figs. 4,5, Table 1]). Figure 15 demonstrates that the

larger specimens in the length-at-age groups based on surface ages
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are found farther out on the section age curve. That is, in

nearly all year classes shown, a major percentage of individuals

composing the surface age group which have lengths equal to or

exceeding the equivalent section ace mean length (i.e. they are

"large" specimens), have section ages exceeding their surface aces

(i.e. they are also "older" specimens). Therefore, based on

section ages, these "old large" individuals are moved farther out

on the asymptotic limb (because their section age exceeds their

surface age) when plotted on the section age growth curve. This

results in the lower mean lengths-at-age for many of the younger

section age groups relative to surface age groups, and the

corresponding decrease in L-inf based on section ages.

A final explanation to account for the difference in growth

curves constructed from surface and section ages in S. pinniger is

simply that a curve fitting problem occurs, particularly for

females. Vaughan and Kanciruk (1982), Knight (1968), and Gallucci

and Quinn (1979) have demonstrated that when data are available

for only the ascending limb of the von Bertalanffy growth

function, L-inf may be substantially overestimated. All estimates

of L-inf in the present study appear realistic in that they are

closely approached or in a few cases exceeded by their respective

mean length-at-age data. Evidence suggests that surface ages,

having a lower range than section ages, however, are more

concentrated on the ascending limb of the growth curve, and thus

fail to adequately estimate the upper portion of the curve-which
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represents L-inf. Evidence in support of this reasoning is seen

when differences in growth based on section and surface ages for

females are compared with males. For example, differences between

mean lengths-at-age for male S. pinniger based on surface and

section ages are greater than differences seen between female mean

lengths-at-age based on either ageing technique (Tables 1,2); yet

the difference between estimates of L-inf using surface versus

section ages for males is less (3.83 cm) than for females (5.70

cm). One would expect, however, that the difference between

estimates of L-inf for a given sex would he smallest where

differences between mean lengths-at-age based on surface and

section ages are smallest; unless ages are more concentrated on

the ascending portion of the curve. This is the case for S.

pinniger females. Surface ages for males extend to 25 years of

age, with 23 specimens greater than 19 years of age (Table 2).

Female surface ages, on the other hand, extend to 22 years of age

with only 5 ages greater 19 years of age (Table 1). Thus females

are more concentrated on the ascending limb of the curve and L-inf

is overestimated to a greater extent in females than males. If

this argument is carried one step further, it seems logical that

L-inf, based on surface ages which are concentrated on the

ascending portion of the curve, will tend to be overestimated to a

greater extent than L-inf based on section ages (since section

ages extend farther out on the asymptotic portion of the curve

than do surface ages), particularly in the case of females.
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Surface Age Reading Differences Between S. pinniger

and S. diploproa

In many species of slow-growing fishes, the faster - growing

specimens are most easily aged (Beamish and Chilton 1982; Chilton

and Beamish 1982). Boehlert and Yoklavich (1984) suggest that

because S. pinniger exhibits faster growth than S. diploproa, the

otolith external surface is easier to read for S. pinniger.

Hence, one would expect that surface ages from S. pinniger rather

than S. diploproa would more closely approach their respective

section ages and differences in growth based on section or surface

ages would be less for S. pinniger than for S. diploproa.

Clearly, this not the case (Figs. 4,5,9,10), and evidence

suggests that reader bias in the interpretation of surface ages of

the two species rather than species differences may account for

this unexpected response. In previous studies, surface ages for

S. pinniger and S. diploproa were assigned without rolling or

tilting the otolith, thus preventing the enumeration of additional

annuli on the posterior "winglike" projections of the otolith.

Surface aoes used by Boehlert (1980) and Boehlert and Kappenman

(1980) were assigned in this manner (G. Boehlert pers. comm.).

More recently, annuli located on a posterior projection (present

in older individuals of many species of Sebastes) are included in

surface age counts in order that surface ages more closely
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represent section ages (Chilton & Beamish 1982; C.W. Boehlert

pers. comm.). In the present study surface ages for S. pinniger

were assigned by reader 1 without including counts on the "wing"

while reader 2 included "wing" counts in assioning surface ages to

S. diploproa. Figures 16a,b show h(:w the surface ageir technique

employee by reader 1 compares with that or reader 2. The deviation

of mean surface age from section age for reader 2 is consistently

closer to zero than for reader 1. In other words, surface ages

assigned by reader 2 approach their respective section ages more

closely than those of reader 1 although in both cases section ages

are underestimated, particularly in older fish. Because the

growth rate of females is greater than males (thus allowing

greater ease in ageing), and because female S. pinniger having

ages as great as males do not appear in the catch (or occur in

nature?)(Archibald et al. 1981; Golden et al. 1983; this study),

underestimates in aaeing resulting from the exclusion of counts on

the "wing" appear less serious for females than males (Figs.

16a,b; Tables 1,2) The greater difference for female versus male

growth curves is likely a "curve fitting" problem as discussed

earlier. Had growth of S. pinniger been estimated on the basis of

surface ages assigned by reader 2 (inclusion of "wing" counts)

differences between growth curves and Bertalanffy parameters based

on surface versus section ages would likely have been less than

presented here (Figs. 4,5; Table 4) and may have approached the

condition seen for S. diploproa (Figs. 9,10).
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Comparison of Growth of Sebastes pinniger with Other Studies

Estimated von Bertalanffy growth parameters and predicted

lengths-at-age based on surface and section ages for S. pinniger

compare favorably with other studies. When differences occur,

however, it is difficult to ascertain if the cause is a result of

differences in age determination methodology, survey design among

studies, or an accurate reflection of variation in growth unique

to that locale.

Boehlert and Kappenman (1980) found no difference in growth

with latitude (37°06' to 48°30' N) for S. pinniger. Growth based

on surface ages in the present study support their findings;

predicted lengths-at-age for males and females are nearly

identical between studies (Table 12). Comparison of growth based

on section ages from the present study with data from Boehlert and

Kappenman (1980), however, show that predicted lengths-at-age for

the latter study are greater, particularly for females. This is

in agreement with comparison of surface and section ages in the

present study. Specimens used by Six and Horton (1979) were

collected over an area similar to that in the present study and

predicted lengths-at-age from their study are only slightly less

than those based on surface ages in the present study (Table 12).

Growth based on section ages from this study produced smaller

predicted lengths-at-age when compared to their findings.
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Phillips (1964) combined sexes and used scales for determining

ages. Both Phillips (1964) and Six and Horton (1977) demonstrated

that scales and surface ages produce comparable results in S.

pinniger. Because females exhibit faster growth than males,

growth determined by Phillips was slightly faster compared to

males in this study and slightly slower when compared to females,

based on surface ages (Table 12). Predicted lengths-at-age for

sexes combined in this study (calculated from Table 4) based on

surface or section ages were consistently smaller when compared tc

Phillips, possibly due to a greater number of females in his

study. Although there is no evidence for latitudinal variation in

growth for S. pinniger between 37°06' and 48°30' (Boehlert and

Kappenman 1980), Archibald et al. (1980) suggest a decrease in

growth with an increase in latitude for British Columbia stocks

(Table 12). Other investigators (Westrheim and Harling 1975; Six

and Horton 1977) have compared different studies that provide

estimates of growth from B.C. and more southern U.S. waters and

suggested that a latitudinal cline in growth occurs in S. pinniger

with decreased growth occurring in northern (B.C.) stocks. This

study provides supporting evidence for this hypothesis based on

section ages, although caution must be exercised in comparing

results from different studies. Predicted lengths-at-age based on

either surface or section ages exceed those of Westrheim and

Harling (1975) taken in B.C. waters. In addition, predicted
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lengths-at-age based on section ages for Archibald et al. (1981),

particularly above 52° N latitude (North B.C.), are generally

less than in this study (Table 12).

Comparison of Growth of S. diploproa with

Other Studies

Unlike S. pinniger there was no difference in growth

parameters for S. diploproa when section or surface ages were used

in the present study (Figs. 9,10; Table 9). This is likely due to

the surface ageing technique in which annuli found on a "wing" of

the otolith were counted. Therefore, when estimating growth

parameters in S. diploproa surface ages as determined in this

manner are sufficient. Comparison of predicted lengths-at-age of

S. diploproa based on surface ages which did not include "wing"

counts (Boehlert and Kappenman 1980) with surface ages which

included "wing" counts (this study) suggest that growth is

overestimated when based on surface ages which ignore these "wing"

counts (Table 13).

When compared with other studies, predicted lengths-at-age

based on surface or section ages from this study suggest that

growth may have been overestimated in previous work (Table 13).

Boehlert and Kappenman (1980) observed that in S. diploproa growth

increased with increasing latitude between 34° 00' and 48° 30' N.
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Because specimens used in the present study are predominantly from

the northern portion of this range (76% of specimens collected

north of latitude 40D 26' ) , growth in this study should exceed

results conducted in the more southern range of S. diploproa.

This is the case when lengths-at-age from the present study are

compared with the southern sites (37°00I-37°06' N, 37°07' -40025'

N) of Boehlert and Kappenman (1980)(not shown). However, as

observed by Boehlert and Kappenman (1980), Phillips (1964) work

off California (southern region) does not follow this trend. His

work produced the largest predicted lengths-at-age of all the

studies shown with values exceeding this study (northern region)

after approximately 5 years of age (Table 13). Phillips combined

sexes and used scales for determining ages in his study. No

studies have demonstrated that ages determined from scales are

similar to surface ages for S. diploproa. In fact, Westrheim and

Harling (1973) found that scales underestimated otolith surface

ages in S. alutus with a frequency of 53% (equal ages between

structures occurred 40%; otolith ages less than scale ages 7%). S.

alutus attains maximum ages similar to S. diploproa (Leaman and

Beamish 1984; Shaw and Archibald 1981); and if S. diploproa

otoliths are as difficult to read as those of S. alutus it is

possible that scales seriously underestimate ages and overestimate

growth. Predicted lengths after 10 to 15 years of age in British

Columbian waters (Westrheim and Harling 1975) exceeded those of
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this study (Table 13). Whether this is a continuation of the cline

in growth exhibited by this species (Boehlert and Kappenman 1980)

or simply a result of errors in age determination is not known.

Mortality

The results of this study demonstrate that total mortality

(Z) is significantly less when section versus surface ages are

used for slow-growing long-lived fishes such as S. pinniger (Table

5) and S. diploproa (Table 10). As evident in the larger reduction

in Z for males versus females, the problem is more pronounced in

males since their slower growth (relative to females) increases

the difficulty of assigning accurate surface ages. This may

explain why male S. diploproa have a higher Z than females using

surface ages when it is actually less based on section ages. In

S. pinniger the absence of older females, based on section ages,

also contributed to the smaller decrease in Z when section ages

were used. Had annuli on a posterior projection of the otolith

("wing") been included in the surface age count for S.pinniger

(see Surface Age Reading Differences section) estimates of Z would

likely have decreased since the age spectrum would not have been

so severely truncated. Because females are faster growing and

thus easier to age than males, the effect of including counts on

the "wing" would likely have had the greatest effect with males.
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I am uncertain why so few S. diploproa between 10 and 20

years of age occurred in the catch (Figs. 12b,13b). Boehlert

(1980) suggested that large numbers of S. diploproa may have been

removed incidentally through intense foreign fishing pressure on

S. alutus stocks in this area. This occurred during 1966-1969 and

peaked in 1967 (Gunderson 1977). Commercial landings of

"incidentally" caught S. diploproa support these findings

(Fraidenburg et al. 1977; Tagart and Kimura 1982). Furthermore,

based on results of the 1977 and 1980 NMFS West Coast surveys

between latitude 4Opto 48°N, S. diploproa occurred in 49% and 61%

of the hauls, respectively, in which S. alutus occurred. In

addition, an average of 1.3 kg of S. diploproa were caught

"incidentally" for every 10 kg of S. alutus in 68% of hauls

containing greater than 45 kg (100 lbs) of S. alutus. (Because

research surveys do not represent commercial fishing strategies I

based the latter calculations on only catches of S. alutus

exceeding 45 kg on the assumption that these hauls "might"

represent directed commercial fishing on S. alutus. Inclusion of

all hauls containing less than 45 kg of S. alutus increases the

"apparent" impact on S. diploproa.) If these rough estimates are

applied to commercial landings of S. alutus in this area during

1977 (1296 mt; Golden et al. 1980) and 1980 (1800 mt; Golden

pers. comm.) the potential impact on S. diploproa through

incidental exploitation suggested by Boehlert (1980) is quite

possible. During this time females composing the weakest year
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class (14 years of age) on the catch curve in my study were less

than 4 years of age (Fig. 12b), and not highly vulnerable to the

fishery though males composing the weakest year class (19 yrs of

age, Fig. 13b) were 6 yrs old.

Estimates of mortality in the present study appear reasonable

when compared to other work in which the ageing method was

similar. It is important to realize, however, that similar

estimates among studies may occur for a variety of different

reasons including ageing errors, survey design, method of

calculating Z (log linear method used in all studies compared

below), level of exploitation experienced by stock, seasonal

availability of fish (see Gunderson 1977), and various density

dependent and independent factors. Furthermore, estimates based

on surface ages for S. pinniger and S. diploproa are seriously in

error.

Estimated Z for S. pinniger based of surface ages in this

study are lower than those calculated from Boehlert (1980)(Table

14). Since 1978, however, landings of S. pinniger in the

International North Pacific Fisheries Commission (INPFC) Columbia

area (42° 50' - 47° 20') have nearly tripled from earlier years

(1963-1977 7=937 mt; 1978-1980 7=2352 mt)(Golden et al. 1983).

Consequently, younger year classes have been exposed to higher

fishing mortality than older year classes and total mortality may

be underestimated in my study. Total mortality determined by Six
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and Horton (1977) was less than estimates of Z from Boehlert

(1980) or this study using surface ages (Table 14). The age range

over which Z was calculated was not given, however, and this could

affect the value. More importantly, fish used by Six and Horton

(1977) were taken from commercial trawl landings while fish from

Boehlert (1980) and my study were collected from research

cruises. Commercial trawlers use larger mesh sizes and different

fishing strategies than employed by research surveys, and discard

small (young) fish at sea. Hence, the age composition used by Six

and Horton (1977) has fewer young age groups and Z is undoubtedly

underestimated relative to other surface age estimates. Based on

section ages, Z from this study is quite similar to those values

calculated by Archibald et al. (1981) in Canadian waters (Table

14), although values for males in their study are slightly lower.

Because evidence of a positive relationship exists between von

Bertalanffy's k and mortality in many fishes (Beverton and Holt

1957; Archibald et al. 1981; Pauly 1980) the lower estimates of

mortality (and Bertalanffy's k) from their study were consistent,

and not particularly unexpected.

Few studies have determined estimates of mortality for S.

diploproa because it is not a species of considerable commercial

importance. Boehlert's (1980) estimate of mortality based on

surface ages for S. diploproa are quite similar to those of the

present study (Table 15). This is somewhat unexpected because he

did not include "wing" counts when ageing his specimens. I would
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have expected values based on surface ages incorporating "wings"

in my study to have been less. Although this is the case for

females it is not true for males. Again, this is not what I

expected because of the greater ease in surface ageing females

versus males. The survey designs of both studies are essentially

identical, spatially and seasonally (Gunderson and Sample 1980,

Dark et al. 1983); and to assume that a relative increase in

young male age groups (or decrease in old male age groups) and not

females occurred in the interim between his study and mine is

unlikely.

Re-evaluation of Life History Characteristics and

Implications to Management

The decrease in growth for S. pinniger and drastic reduction

in mortality for both species when section rather than surface

ages are used has important ecological and management

implications. Of the approximately 100 species of rockfishes

(Sebastes) that occur worldwide, roughly 65 species are found in

the Northeast Pacific (Chen 1971) and at least 14 of these

(including S. pinniger) are commercially important in U. S. and

Canadian waters (Tagart and Kimura 1982; Leaman and Beamish 1984).

Various species may occur from littoral waters to 730 m (Alverson

et al. 1964; Hart 1973) though most commercially exploited

rockfish are most common in deep waters (90-550 m) (Alverson et
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al. 1964). As a group, rockfishes are generally slow-growing and

long-lived, and recent studies have found that most commercially

important species in the N.E. Pacific are capable of attaining

maximum ages from 36 to 140 years (Leaman and Beamish 1984;

Archibald et al. 1981; this study). For most, age (size) at

first maturity occurs late in life (e.g. S. pinniger 12 yrS,

McClure 1982; S. diploproa 5-12 yrs, PMFC 1982) and may vary with

latitude (Barns and Echeverria cited in Boehlert et al. 1982;

Table 10 in McClure 1982). Members of the genus are viviparous

(Boehlert and Yoklavich 1984). Limited evidence suggests courtship

behavior (Helvey 1982; Yamaaishi et al. 1984) and the occurrence

of bathymetric migrations related to reproductive cycles in some

species (Gunderson 1971). In view of these biological

characteristics, fecundity is surprisingly high and may range from

6,200 eggs in S. jordani (173 mm TL) to 2,300,000 in S.

paucispinis (771 mm TL) (Phillips 1964), although several authors

have suggested that the number of larvae released may be much

lower than egg counts suggest (Boehlert et al. 1982; Gunderson

1977). S. pinniger may have from 260,000 to 1,900,000 eggs and S.

diploproa may have 14,000 to 255,000 eggs (Phillips 1964). In

unexploited or lightly exploited rockfish stocks, a substantial

portion of the fish may exceed 30 years of (section) age

(Archibald et al. 1981; this study), and serious consequences may

occur if excessive numbers of this potentially important segment

of the population are removed through exploitation. The possible
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significance of these old fish in maintaining the population, and

the effect that errors in mortality and growth of the magnitude

seen in this study have on the management of these stocks is

discussed below.

Although Krumholz (in Gerking 1959) reports that a period of

sterility may occur before death in the guppy, Gambusia affinnis,

Leaman and Beamish (1984) have observed no evidence of

reproductive senility in rockfishes. Hence, many rockfish may be

reproductively active for many years after somatic growth has

effectively ceased. Leaman and Beamish (1984) suggest that this

may allow rockfish to inhabit deepwater habitats that have limited

amounts of available energy. In this manner predation, and

competition for limited resources which might occur in shallower

waters, would be minimized (Leaman and Beamish 1984). If these

older fish were removed through overfishing, the success of future

recruiting year classes would be more dependent on the younger

individuals inhabiting shallower waters that expend relatively

more energy on somatic growth than reproductive processes.

Larkins (1978) and Borisov (1979) have commented that the

spawning success of repeat spawners of many species is often

higher than that of newly recruited spawners. Ponomarenko (1979)

found that the age composition of the spawning stock of Barents

Sea cod was correlated with abundance of young year classes. When

strong year classes of repeat spawners (>12 years of age) occurred
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in the spawning stock, the abundance of young (2-3 yr olds)

produced by the stock was greatest. The author speculated that

repeat spawners may lay eggs of higher quality, producing more

viable larvae and young. A similar situation may exist for

rockfishes. Thus the removal of excessive numbers of older fish

may be tantamount to removal of the spawning "backbone" of the

stock.

Substantial variation in year class strength occurs in many

species of rockfishes (Fraidenburg 1981; Golden et al. 1980;

Mearns et al. 1980; Archibald et al. 1981; this study). Using

S. alutus as an example, Leaman and Beamish (1984) observed that

year class strengths are highly variable (brood strength variation

ofv10 times), and periods between strong year classes are

relatively long (ti9 yrs) and seem to be related to the infrequency

of favorable environmental conditions (which occur every "5-15

yrs"). Therefore, the long lifespan exhibited by these fishes may

prevent serious depletion of the stock during these periods of

extended unfavorable environmental conditions (Garrod and Knights

1979; Leaman and Beamish 1984).

Fisheries scientists operate on the premise that species will

respond to an increase in mortality in a compensatory manner

(Tyler and Gallucci 1980). Therefore, the stock response to

exploitation will depend on the particular suite of life history

characteristics possessed by the fish. Because rockfish are
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slow-growing and long-lived (i.e. low natural mortality), their

response to exploitation will differ remarkably from faster

growing species with shorter life spans (i.e. high natural

mortality). Therefore accurate estimates of mortality are

crucial. Here it is convenient to consider species in terms of r

and K selection with the understanding that r and K strategists

are simply end points on a continuum of various life history

patterns observed in nature.

In theory, r-selected species are exposed to high levels of

nonselective, density-independent mortality and as such their

reproductive potential will not increase with age (Pianka 1974,

Adams 1980). Therefore, r species will tend to maximize

productivity early in life through reproductive activities and are

thus characterized by the following: early age at first maturity,

rapid growth (i.e. often indicated by high Bertalanffy k), small

size (i.e. small L-inf), high fecundity, and low maximum age (i.e.

high mortality rate) (Adams 1980). If mortality is selective and

density dependent (Pianka 1974), or survival of adults is constant

and that of young is highly variable (Murphy 1968) selection will

favor K strategists. They are characterized by: high age at first

maturity, low growth rate (i.e. often indicated by a low

Bertalanffy k), large size (i. e. high L-inf), low fecundity, and

high maximum ages ( i.e. low mortality) (Adams 1980). Many

workers have found that in practice, parameters used to estimate

growth (Bertalanffy L-inf and k), mortality (M), and fecundity are
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related in many fishes (Adams 1980; Pauly 1980; Beverton and Holt

1959; Gunderson 1980; Archibald et al. 1981; Saila and Lough

1981). Rockfishes are generally positioned towards the K end of

the spectrum (Adams 1980; Leaman and Beamish 1984). The large

decrease in mortality that occurs when using section rather than

surface ages will push these species further in the direction of

an idealized K strategist.

In unexploited stocks of r strategists, the major portion of

the standing stock is composed of younger age groups because of

the short lifespan of these species (Garrod and Knights 1979).

Because relatively low amounts of biomass of older age groups

accumulate, the influence of recruiting age groups is quite

marked; thus the stocks are intrinsically more variable than those

of K strategists (Garrod and Knights 1979; Murphy 1967). Garrod

and Knights (1979) state that, "exploitation (of r type

strategists) evokes a rapid response but because of the low

accumulated biomass and dominance of recruiting age groups the

decline in catch rates usually associated with increased

exploitation will be masked by variations in recruitment."

Although fisheries on species tending towards r strategies have

collapsed in the past, these species are able to produce large but

inconsistent catches of small fish (Murphy 1977). In addition,

high population growth rates mean that rates of change of the

stock biomass (yields) are higher for r-selected species and occur

at higher levels of exploitation and thus, lower stock sizes
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(Adams 1980; Garrod and Knights 1979). Unexploited populations of

the slow-growing, long-lived K strategists such as rockfishes, on

the other hand, accumulate a large biomass of older age groups

(Leaman and Beamish 1984). As a consequence the influence of the

recruiting year class is generally much less relative to

r-selected stocks (Adams 1980). The presence of several age groups

in the population buffer the adult stock against variations in

strength of individual year classes. Initially, in response to

exploitation, high catches will occur and the mean age of the

stock will decrease as the stock responds to the fishery (Garrod

and Knights 1979). This is exemplified in several stocks of S.

alutus that were severely overfished during the mid 1960's in the

NE Pacific and resulted in a pronounced decrease in the age

composition as production of the stocks decreased from 39,000 mt

to 6,000 mt over 3 years (Gunderson 1977). As numbers and the

average age of the stock decrease, increased importance on

recruits from younger fish will lead to variable catches and stock

size (Garrod and Knights 1979). The presence of large fish,

although few in number relative to r-species, will result in a

high maximum yield per recruit (Adams 1980). Because of the

effects of increased longevity together with growth, maximum

equilibrium yield will occur at greater stock sizes, hence, lower

levels of fishing mortality (Adams 1980; Garrod and Knights 1979).

Stocks (such as rockfishes) will not be as resilient in responding

to environmental perturbations (e.g. fishing) and when displaced
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from the equilibrium situation will return slowly (Gunderson

1977). Therefore, fisheries directed at K-selected strategists are

more susceptible to overfishing and stock depletion than those of

r-selected species (Adams 1980; Garrods and Knights 1979) and once

depleted, the time needed to rebuild the stocks, given a minimuiP

population size, would be much greater for these species (Adams

1980). For example, Archibald et al. (1983) modeled the response

of a depleted stock of S. alutus from Queen Charolette Sound,

British Columbia. The authors simulated the rebuildin7 of the

depleted stock based on 1977 levels (13,000 mt) and demonstrated

that if fishing were ceased completely for 30 years, the model

stock would not increase sufficiently to reach the stock size

prior to intense exploitation (1963; 82,000 mt). If competing

species increase due to the decrease in number in the exploited

stocks, as has been hypothesized by several authors (Murphy 1977;

Somerton et al. 1976), the stock may not regain its original size

even with a reduction or cessation of the fishery (Murphy 1977;

Leaman and Beamish 1984).

It is evident from the preceeding discussion that stable

populations exhibiting relatively high natural mortality rates (M)

and growth rates are more productive than populations with lower

natural mortality and growth rates. Populations characterized by

the former traits possess high stock turnover rates and may

sustain greater levels of fishing mortality (F). Based on the

Schaefer model (Ricker 1975), Alverson and Pereyra (1969)
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suggested that the maximum sustainable yield of a stock (MSY)

would equal half the virgin biomass (B), or assuming F=M, first

approximation of the MSY would be:

MSY=0.5M3

This model is currently used in conjunction with other

stock assessment tools in the management of rockfish fisheries as

a first approximation to the MSY (PMFC 1982). Thus an indication

of the serious consequences that errors in mortality have, when

based on surface ages, may be demonstrated by calculating MSY's

using this simple model. For example, if catch (C), population

size (N) and Z are known, the familiar Baranov catch function

(Ricker 1975) may be rearranged and used to determine fishing

mortality (F):

F=(Ct/Nt)(Z/(1-exp-Z))

For the relationship between catch and F to hold it is

assumed that catch-at-age is a constant proportion of the biomass

over all fully recruited ages, and F and M are constant over all

fully recruited ages. Natural mortality (M) may be attained by

subtracting F from Z.
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Based on 1977 landings (2090 mt; Golden et al. 1983) and

biomass estimates (26,230 mt; Dark et al. 1983) from the INPFC

Columbia and Vancouver areas for S. pinniger, F and then M and MSY

were calculated for this study (Table 16). In all cases the

predicted MSY based on surface ages severely overestimates those

based on section ages (Table 16). However, these differences

should be viewed with caution. For example, the natural mortality

of males based on section ages is unrealistically low. This

probably occurs because the catch/biomass ratio used was not

representative of the actual male ratio, catch and biomass

estimates are subject to substantial error (Gunderson and Sample

1980; Dark et al. 1983; T. Dark pers. comm.), and fishing

mortality on this species has increased markedly in recent years

(i.e. Landings in the INPFC Vancouver area [47°20'-48° 22' N] and

Columbia area [42° 50/-47° 20' N] have doubled [1963-1966 X =865 mt;

1967-1980 7.1777 mt] and nearly tripled [1963-1977 7=937 mt;

1978-1980 7=2352 mt], respectively, from earlier years [Golden et

al. 1983].). Because of the latter reason, Z more likely

represents M, and the F component is probably higher than

presented here (The problem of decomposing Z into its component

parts is not new to fisheries (Gulland 1983; Paloheimo 1980;

Fraidenburg 1981)). Possibly a more realistic indication of the

difference between MSY due to ageing differences for S. pinniger

may be simply the ratio of the Z values based on surface and

section ages since they are assumed close to M. In this case the
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MSY based on surface ages still seriously overestimates the value

from section ages by 2.5, 4.6 and 4.0 times for females, males,

and sexes combined, respectively.

S. diploproa is not considered of great commercial importance

to the Pacific Coast rockfish fishery (Fraidenburd et al. 1977)

because of its small size and slow grovth (Figs. 9,10).

Consequently, no directed fishery for this species occurs.

However, as I discussed earlier, S. diploproa associates with S.

alutus which is commercially important. For this reason S.

diploproa have been taken incidentally with S. alutus in trawl

catches from the 1940's to the present (Golden et al. 1980;

Alverson and Westrheim 1961). Therefore, estimates of fishing

mortality (F) based upon 1977 landings (5.5 mt; Tagart and Kimura

1982; Barss and Niska 1978) and biomass estimates (1820 mt;

Gunderson and Sample 1980) from INPFC Columbia and Vancouver areas

were determined in the previous manner and used to obtain M for

surface versus section ages (Table 17). (As with S. pinniger, the

decomposition of Z into M and F is a rather tenuous process: the

aforementioned problems in determining M apply to S. diploproa.

An additional complication is that S. diploproa is smaller than S.

pinniger and consequently a larger percentage of S. diploproa is

not marketable and discarded at sea.) From Table 17 we see that

the F component is quite small and remains constant when either

section or surface ages are used. As seen with S. pinniger the

predicted MSY's for S. diploproa based on surface ages are
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seriously overestimated by 2 to 4 times (Table 17). The estimate

of M for all practical purposes, is reflecting the difference seen

between Z's when the surface or section ages are used. That is,

Z(surface)/Z(section) for females, males, and sexes combined is

2.2, 4.2, 2.9, respectively. Due to the response these species

have to exploitation (as discussed earlier), a fishina quota that

operates on the presumtion that surface rather than section ages

are adequate for estimating M would lead to overestimates of MSY

by a factor of at least 2 (Tables 16,17). This may lead to a

serious decline in the stock.

Stock assessment models that incorporate an overestimate of

growth of the ;,,agnitude seen in this study for S. pinniger using

surface ages may significantly bias estimates of yield and

production. The consequence of bias in yield models is not always

predictable, however. For example, Ricker (1969) states, "a

larger (von Bertalanffy) k will increase yield estimated from the

yield equation of Beverton and Holt... whereas, a smaller (L-inf)

will decrease it. Thus there is no simple rule for predicting the

net effect of this change." Using the Ricker yield per recruit

model (Ricker 1975), I estimated yields based on predicted lengths

at age from surface versus section ages while holding F and M

constant between treatments (Appendices 3,4,5,6). First size at

full vulnerability was the same for surface or section ages

(starting and final ages used in the analysis were: female surface

ages (12, 22), section ages (13, 23); male surface ages (12, 25)
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section ages (14, 27)), and an even number of years were run for

each treatment, thus yields reflected only differences due to

fitted growth. Although differences related to surface versus

section ages were not as dramatic as seen with mortality

estimates, yield based on surface ages was overestimated by as

much as 10% for males and 8% in females (Appendices 3,4,5,6). This

demonstrates that errors in growth alone, which are solely due to

surface or section ages can lead to important differences in yield

models. The next logical step for studies investigating the

consequences of errors in ageing will be to determine how other,

more sophisticated stock assessment models that incorporate

estimates of growth and mortality simultaneously, respond to

differences in mortality and growth that are provided by this

work.
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Table 1. Numbers of otoliths (N), mean lengths (in cm) at age (L),
and standard deviation of mean lengths at age (s) for female Sebastes
pinniger based on surface and section ages.

Age

1

Surface Section

2 4 15.50 0.58 3 15.67 0.58
1 15.00

4 3 30.00 4.36 3 30.00 4.36
5 4 31.75 0.50 2 32.00 --

6 11 37.27 3.55 8 36.38 3.50
7 6 37.67 1.86 5 36.80 3.70
8 18 41.28 2.70 9 41.00 7.63
9 13 44.08 4.52 16 43.50 3.20

10 18 46.11 3.43 20 46.10 3.65
11 37 49.27 2.91 28 46.71 4.47
12 64 49.92 2.69 50 49.50 3.70
13 57 52.23 2.49 47 50.64 3.59
14 38 53.97 2.83 34 52.53 2.26
15 33 54.48 2.58 18 52.22 3.14
16 23 55.52 2.13 21 53.90 3.06
17 14 56.00 1.84 16 54.06 2.64
18 15 57.00 1.60 13 55.46 2.96
19 2 59.50 2.12 15 54.80 2.51
20 2 61.50 3.54 11 55.00 1.73
21 6 53.83 2.64
22 1 59.00 4 54.75 1.71
23 8 56.38 2.39
24 5 57.20 2.49
25 5 56.60 2.19
26 5 57.40 6.07
27 4 57.00 4.83
28 1 50.00
29 3 58.33 1.15

30 1 58.00
31

32

33

34 1 50.00
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Table 2. Numbers of otoliths (N), mean lengths (in cm) at age (L),
and standard deviation of mean lengths at age (s) for male Sebastes
pinniger based on surface and section ages.

Age

1

Surface Section

--

2 3 16.00 1.73 2 15.50 2.12
3 5 21.80 1.30 4 20.25 2.50
4 3 25.00 3.61 4 24.25 3.30
5 4 35.25 4.92 3 33.00 8.72
6 3 35.33 1.53 6 34.17 3.31
7 20 38.70 3.63 13 39.31 3.86
8 24 40.42 2.47 22 40.36 2.61
9 18 43.61 3.45 9 43.78 3.03

10 29 45.24 2.89 18 43.06 4.08
11 42 47.00 2.85 20 45.05 3.75
12 70 48.49 1.85 35 47.09 2.73
13 69 49.59 2.02 28 47.79 2.77
14 55 50.22 1.90 22 47.45 3.69
15 47 51.55 1.77 23 47.83 2.37
16 52 51.79 2.05 13 50.46 2.26
17 25 52.84 1.65 23 49.13 1.89
18 24 53.46 1.82 24 50.71 1.90
19 9 53.33 1.32 27 49.89 1.97
20 6 53.67 2.25 27 50.48 2.59
21 3 53.33 0.58 27 51.33 2.11
22 4 54.25 0.96 22 50.32 2.06
23 12 51.50 1.83
24 12 50.42 1.83
25 1 57.00 12 50.58 3.68
26 14 52.07 2.23
27 8 52.50 2.14
28 7 52.14 2.34
29 2 51.00 1.41
30 5 52.60 1.82
31 10 52.30 2.63
32 3 51.67 0.58
33 8 52.50 1.85
34 3 54.00 1.00
35 6 52.83 1.17
36 3 54.33 4.62
37 2 52.50 2.12
'38 10 52.80 1.99
39 1 52.00 --

40 6 52.67 1.86
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Table 2. Continued.

Surface
Age N L s N

Section
L s

41 2 54.00 1.41

42 2 53.50 0.71
43 1 53.00
44 1 52.00
45 4 53.25 1.89
46 1 50.00
47 1 48.00
48 1 52.00
49 --

50 2 52.00 1.41
51 --

52 1 53.00
53 1 53.00
54

55

56 1 56.00
57

58

59 1 55.00
60 1 56.00



Table 3 . Rao chi-square tests (1 df) on E., k, to, and w between sees for Sebastes
pinniger. Asterisks indicate significant difference (130.0b)

Ageing
method

Sex

Surface

Female
(N=363)

Test

63.40
+3.80

12.340*

0.128
+0.028

3.950*

-0.459
+0.949

0.543

8.085
+1.328

1.338
P<0.001 R.0.047 P=0.461 P=0.181

Male 55.95 0.166 -0.018 9.291
(N=516) +1.68 +0.025 +0.689 +1.167

Female 57.70 0.162 0.144 9.371
(N=363) +1.65 +0.025 +0.802 +1.215

Section Test 38.987* 2.522 0.003 0.293
P<0.001 P=0.112 P=0.959 .P=0.589

Male 52.12 0.188 0.169 9.791
(N=516) +0.592 +0.019 +0.580 +0.912
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Table 4. Bertalanffy-parameter estimates based on section and sur-

face ages, and Rao chi-square tests (1 df) on L .., k, to, and w be-

tween section and surface ages for Sebastes pinniger. Tabular values

are the estimate + 95% confidence intervals. Asterisks indicate sig-
nificant difference (ip0.0E).

Sex Ageing E. k 1
o

method

Female
N=363

Male
N=516

Sexes
Combined

N=879

Surface 63.40 0.1275
+3.80 +0.0282

Section

Test 7.275* 3.308
P=0.007 P=0.069

57.70 0.1624
+1.65 +0.0250

Surface 55.95 0.1661

+1.68 +0.0254

Section

Test 17.616* 1.820
P<0.001 P=0.177

52.12 0.1878
+0.592 +0.0190

Surface 57.95 0.1573
+2.00 +0.0252

Section

Test 19.200* 7.653*
P<0.001 P=0.006

53.22 0.2031

+0.69 +0 0206

-0.4587 8.0848
+0.9488 +1.328

0.9024 1.963
P=0.342 P=0.162

0.1435 9.3711

+0.8020 +1.215

-0.0181 9 291

+0.6888 +1.167

0.166 0.436
P=0.683 P=0.509

0.1693 9.791

+0.5798 +0.912

-0.0534 9.116
+0.7017 +1.169

1.974 4.681*
P=0.160 P=0.030

0.5696 10.811

+0.5131 +0.996



Table 5. Estimates of total instantaneous mortality (Z) based on section and surface
ages, and F-tests on Z between section and surface ages for Sebastes pinniger. Range:
range of ages over which Z was determined. N: number of age groups used to calculate
Z. Asterisks indicate significant difference (p0.05)

Ageing
method Range

Female
N Z Range

Male
N Z

Sexes Combined
Range N

Surface 12-22 10 0.452 12-25 12 0.405 12-25 12 0.420

Test 41.510 * 58.672 * 159.203*
P < 0.001 P < 0.001 P < 0.001

Section 12-34 20 0.178 12-60 43 0.089 12-60 43 0.105
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Table 6. Numbers of otoliths (N), mean lengths(in cm) at age (L),
and standard deviation of mean length at age (s) for female SebaStes
dioloproa based on surf:-Ice ara section- ages.

Age N

Surface Section

1 8 13.00 1.31 7 12.86 1.35
2 12 14.83 1.53 14 14.93 1.54
3 24 16.54 1.38 18 16.50 1.54
4 36 18.47 2.09 32 17.72 2.04
5 68 20.40 2.31 76 20.38 2.23
6 119 22.59 2.02 117 22.60 2.03
7 125 23.22 2.02 117 23.15 2.04
8 119 24.97 2.21 130 24.97 2.14
9 82 25.71 1.92 75 25.73 2.05

10 61 26.48 2.47 60 26.30 2.68
11 25 26.56 1.45 30 26.63 1.43
12 20 27.15 3.28 21 27.00 2.66
13 13 26.46 2.50 12 25.50 3.53
14 8 27.50 1.69 4 27.50 1.73
15 2 28.00 1.41 6 27.17 2.64
16 11 29.36 2.42 5 28.60 2.07
17 10 29.30 1.77 7 29.14 1.57
18 7 29.71 1.60 11 29.45 0.93
19 13 30.15 1.68 7 29.57 2.15
20 15 30.13 1.06 11 30.36 1.80
21 10 30.00 2.45 11 30.36 1.75
22 21 30.71 1.55 27 30.81 1.49
23 18 31.33 1.88 19 30.37 1.67
24 17 31.53 2.37 15 30.80 0.94
25 25 31.80 1.91 17 30.59 1.37
26 18 31.33 1.97 9 31.22 1.99
27 14 32.21 2.46 14 30.79 2.12
28 23 32.22 2.19 9 31.89 2.15
29 20 33.30 1.81 9 30.56 2.01
30 21 33.19 1.57 3 32.67 1.53
31 14 33.07 2.40 8 32.25 1.75
32 9 33.33 3.16 1 37.00
33 17 33.47 2.15 9 33.44 2.30
34 7 34.29 2.56 7 33.43 1.72
35 17 34.53 2.53 9 34.22 2.17
36 15 35.53 1.60 9 33.56 1.51

37 12 35.58 1.73 12 32.58 1.73
38 15 34.47 2.50 7 32.57 1.90
39 10 35.50 1.90 13 33.77 2.86
40 6 34.33 1.86 4 34.25 2.36
41 8 35.00 2.14 8 34.38 2.39
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Table 6. Continued.

Age N

Surface Section

42 5 34.60 2.51 15 33.87 2.00
43 4 34.00 1.41 7 36.00 1.15
44 7 35.57 1.13 4 34.50 1.29
45 2 36.50 0.71 11 33.09 1.97
46 4 36.50 1.00 11 35.33 3.30
47 5 34.80 1.64 6 33.29 2.73
48 2 35.50 0.71 7 33.29 2.43
49 2 36.50 0.71 3 35.33 0.58
50 2 38.00 1.41 10 34.50 2.68
51 4 34.50 1.91
52 4 36.00 1.41
53 5 36.00 1.22
54 8 35.37 2.45
55 3 36.00 1.00 2 34.50 2.12
56 6 35.83 1.94
57 4 34.25 3.10
58 6 34.67 2.34
59 3 32.00 2.65
60 5 35.80 1.92
61 2 35.50 0.71
62 3 36.33 2.08
63 4 35.50 1.29
64 --

65 2 35.50 1.41
66 2 35.00 1.41
67 --

68 4 35.75 1.71
69 1 38.00
70 3 34.67 2.08
71 1 35.00
72 1 30.00
73

74

75 1 39.00
76 1 34.00
77 --

78 1 36.00
79 1 34.00
80 1 36.00
81 2 35.50 3.54
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Table 7. Number of otoliths (N), mean lengths (in cm) at
age (L), and standard deviation of mean lengths at age (s)
for male Sebastes diploproa based on surface and section
ages.

Age

Surface Section

1 12 11.33 1.61 11 11.09 1.45
2 8 14.87 0.99 6 15.00 1.10
3 27 16.15 2.16 27 16.48 2.08
4 47 17.70 1.92 48 17.63 2.05
5 86 19.98 2.02 79 19.77 2.25
6 100 21.87 1.86 101 21.71 1.96
7 128 23.23 1.82 124 23.16 1.83
8 114 24.32 1.91 119 24.12 2.11
9 62 24.69 2.05 61 24.90 1.79

10 30 24.23 2.16 32 24.28 2.25
11 15 25.53 3.20 21 25.52 3.12
12 16 25.81 1.83 14 25.57 1.70
13 7 26.43 1.72 11 25.82 2.96
14 8 27.63 2.07 6 27.67 2.42
15 9 28.22 0.83 8 27.63 1.30
16 7 27.57 1.27 5 28.40 1.67

17 11 27.64 1.43 10 28.50 1.27
18 9 28.56 1.51 6 27.17 1.17

19 5 28.00 1.22 3 29.67 1.15

20 13 28.92 1.12 9 28.67 1.41

21 9 28.44 1.67 14 28.64 1.08
22 9 29.56 2.13 12 28.92 1.24
23 29 28.93 2.20 14 28.32 1.50
24 16 29.44 1.71 13 29.31 1.18
25 20 29.15 1.31 14 29.43 1.40
26 15 29.73 1.10 15 29.13 0.99
27 17 30.41 1.84 6 27.67 3.88
28 13 30.46 1.39 6 29.50 0.84
29 16 29.94 1.18 5 30.20 1.10
30 16 30.19 2.48 4 28.25 2.50
31 9 30.11 1.90 4 29.25 0.96
32 6 31.00 0.89 6 29.33 1.75
33 4 29.75 2.22 5 30.00 0.71
34 5 30.40 0.55 1 30.00 --

35 5 30.80 0.84 2 30.00 2.83
36 3 30.33 1.15 6 29.83 0.98
37 7 30.43 1.27 1 30.00
38 1 30.00 -- 1 26.00
39 2 29.50 3.54 4 30.25 2.63
40 4 30.50 1.29 4 30.75 1.71

41 1 31.00 2 28.50 0.71



Table 7 . Continued.

Surface
Age N L s

Section
N L s

42

43

44
45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52
53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68
69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

1

--

31.00

2

3

4

5

8

5

6

6

2

1

2

1

3

1

6

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

2

1

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

29.50

30.00
30.25
29.80
30.50
30.20
29.83
28.67
30.50
31.00
31.50
30.00
31.33
30.00
31.50
30.50
31.50
30.00
30.00
29.50
30.50
29.00
29.50
32.00
32.00
31.50
36.00

32.00
--

31.00
32.00
33.00

35.00

30.00

2.12

2.00
0.50
0.84
1.51
1.92
2.86
1.63
2.12
--

0.71
--

2.52

0.84
0.71
0.71

2.12
0.71
--

0.71
--

1.73
0.71
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Table 8: Rao chi-square tests ( ldf) on Lam, k,
0

, and:; between sexes for Sebastes

diploproa. Asterisks indicate significant difference (130.05)

Ageing
method

Sex L. k to

Surface

Female
(N=1131)

Test

34054
+0.74

88.114

0.098
+0.014

* 24.246

-4.341
+1.226

* 10.356*

3,385
+0.424

3.987
P <0.001 P <0.001 P=0.001 P <0.001

Male 30.00 0.160 -1.971 4.789
(N=922) +0.59 +0.020 +0.761 +00544

Female 34.08 0.099 -4.449 3.371
(N=1131) +0.56 +0.012 +1.136 +0.373

Section Test 117.085* 28.765* 12.515* 18.497*
P<0.001 P<0.001 P < 0.001 P<0.001

Male 29 87 0.159 -2.005 4.747
(N=922) +0.52 +0.019 +0.737 +0.504

*
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Table 9. Bertalanffy-parameter estimates based on section and

surface ages, and Rao chi-square tests (1 df) on L., k, to, and

w between section and surface ages for Sebastes diploproa. Tab-

ular values are the estimate + 95% confidence interval. Asterisks

indicate significant difference (130.05).

Sex Ageing L. k

method

Female
N=1131

Male

N=922

Sexes
Combined
N=2053

Surface

Section

Surface

Section

Surface

Section

34.54 0.098
+0.74 +0.014

Test 0.955 0.009
P=0.328 P=0.923

34.08 0.099
+0.56 +0.012

30.00 0.160
+0.59 +0.020

Test 0.120 0.001
P=0.730 P=0.966

29.87 0.159
+0.522 +0.019

32.84 0.115
+0.64 +0.015

Test 1.055 3.2 x 10
-5

P=0.305 P=0.955

32.42 0.119
+0.48 +0.013

to w

-4.341 3,385
+1.226 +0.424

0.016 0.004
P=0.900 P=0.951

-4.449 3.371

+1.136 0.373

-1.971 4,789
+0.761 +0.544

0.004 0.015
P=0.951 P=0.904

-2.005 4,747
+0.737 +0.504

-3.429 3.774
+0.973 +0.426

0.031 0.054
P=0.861 P=0.816

-3.314 3.841

+0.853 +0.372



Table 10. Estimates of total instantaneous mortality (Z) based on section and surface ages,
and F-tests on Z between section and surface ages for Sebastes diploproa. Range: range of
ages over which Z was determined. N: number of age groups used to calculate Z. Asterisks
indicate significant difference (pq1.0b)

Ageing Female Male Sexes Combined
method Range N Z Range N Z Range N

Surface

Section

A 7-48 41 0.047 7-40 33 0.060 7-48 41 0.066

B 25-48 23 0.109 23-40 17 0.130 25-48 23 0.144

C 30-48 18 0.133

A/A 0.499
P=0.482

Test B/B 19.53 *
P<0.001

C/B

2.245
P=0.138

30.892 *
P<0.001

6.268*
P=0.014

31.032*
P<0.001

49.884*
P<0.001

A 7-71 61 0.040 7-75 56 0.041 8-81 70 0.045

B 22-71 46 0.049 26-75 37 0.031 22-81 56 0.050



Table 11. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) and significance levels (P) determined for the
difference between otolith section and surface ages, as a function of fish fork length for
Sebastes pinniger.

Required criteria
for each individual
included in analysis: Sex Female Male Combined

Section age
(years)

>12 >10 >11

Fork length
(cm)

>50 >45 >48

Pearson correlation r = 0.334 r = 0.439 r = 0.059
coefficient (P < 0.001) (P < 0.001) (P = 0.083)



Table 12.

TL:total 1

value encl
backcalcul

Bertalanffy-parameter estimates from other studies for Sebastes inni er.

ength; FL:fork length; N:number of individuals. For Phillips (1964 the

osed in parentheses represents the total number of observations, including

ated lengths at age which were used to estimate Bertalanffy parameters.

Study

Area

Ageing metnod

Sex

(FL in cm)

Maximum age

Phillips (1964)

California

Scale

Combined

65.5' (61.9)

0.122

-0.402

143 (1285)

18

Predicted length
(Cm) at age (yrs) 5: 31.6

1C: 47.1

15: 55.5

20: 60.1

Sin 8 Horton (1977)

Oregon

Otolith surface

Female Male

60.95 53.60

0.146 0.186

0.537 0.681

Not given

- 23'

Mestrneim A Marling (1975) Boehlert 8 Kappenman (1980) Archibald et al. (1981) Present study

British Columbia 37'06' - 48'30' B.C.(south) 8.C.(north) 43'11' - 49°16'

Otolith surface Otolith surface Otolith section Section Surface

Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male

50.9 51.8 66.11 55.72 55.3 54.1 62.1

C.15 0.16 0.118 0.178 0.209 0.114 0.095

0.9 0.5 -0.240 0.505 2.00 -3.98 -0.45

24 61 557 817 107 518 201

26 26 20 48 75 51

52.8

OAV
-0.45

328

56

57.7 52.1

0.162 C.188

0.144 0.169

363 516

34 60

(30.1) 29.2 29.5 26.1 26.6 30.5 30.3 25.8 34.7 25.1 27.8 31.5 31.1

(44.7) 45.6 44.1 42.4 42.5 46.4 45.3 44,9 43.1 39.1 40.2 46.1 42.9

(52.5) 53.6 49.9 50.0 46.7 58.2 51.4 01.6 47.9 47.8 46.4 52.5 40.9

(56.9) 57.4 52.1 53.7 49.5 60.0 54.0 54.0 50.6 52.2 49.6 52.4 50.9

63.4 56.0

0.12E 0.166

-0.459 -0.018

363 516

22 25

31.0 31.6

46.7 45.4

54.f 51.2 .

5L.7 52.9

Some (numpers not stated by autnors) transversely broken and burned otoliths were
used. Break and burned otoliths expose tne same Internal surface as seer, with
sectioned otolitns and are tnerefore tnouaht to produce reads tnat are consistent
with sectionec readings.

Total iencth. Fork lengtn is estimated in oarentneses. (FL 7L(0.94) - C.572;
see Appendix 2).

From figure 2, Sic and Horton (1977).



Table 13. Bertalanffy-parameter estimates from other studies for Sebastes di lo roa.
TL:total length; FL:fork length; N:number of individuals. For Phillips (1964 , the
value enclosed in parentheses represents the total number of observations, including
backcalculated lengths at age which were used to estimate Bertalanffy parameters.

Study Phillips (1964' Boehlert& Kappenman (1980) Westrheim & Harling (1975) Present study

Area
Ageing method
Sex

California
Scale

Combined

40626' 48630'
Otolith surface

Female Male

British Columbia
Otolith surface
Female

36649' 48647'

Otolith section Otolith surface
Female Female Male

Measurement TL FL FL FL FL FL FL FL FL

1... (cm) 41.8 38.91 33.84 36.6 32.7 34.08 29.87 35.54 30.00
k 0.123 0.084 0.105 0.10 0.14 0.099 0.159 0.098 0.160

to -0.408 -3.69 -3.46 -1.5 -0.9 -4.449 -2.005 -4.340 -1.971
N 92 (803) 174 306 245 260 922 1131 922

Maximum age 16 30 29 28 28 81 84 55 46

Predicted length 5: 20.3 20.2 19.9 17.6 18.4 20.7 20.1 20.7 20.1

(cm) at age (years) 10: 30.2 26.6 25.6 25.1 25.6 25.9 25.4 26.1 25.6

15: 35.5 30.8 29.0 29.7 29.2 29.1 27.9 29.4 28.0

20: 38.4 33.6 31.0 32.5 30.9 31.0 29.0 31.4 29.1



Table 14. Estimates of total instantaneous mortality (Z) for Sebastes pinniger from other
studies. Range: range of ages over which Z was determined.

2
Study Archibald et al. (1981) Six and Horton (1977) Boehlert (1980)

Area British Columbia Oregon 400261-48°30' N

Year 1977, 1978, 1979 1974 1977

Present study

43 111-49 16' N

1980

Ageing method Section Surface Surface Surface Section

Sex Female Male Combined Female Male Female Male Female Male

Z 0.11-0.24 0.01-0.07 0.30-0.31 0.615 0.564 0.452 0.405 0.178 0.089
1 i

Range (years) 15-34 16-57 Not given 14-20 14-19 12-22 12-25 12-34 12-60

2

Represents minimum and maximum values, determined in five geographic areas for three different years.

Z determined from age composition data provided by G. Boehlert.
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Table 15. Estimates of total instantaneous mortality (Z) for
Sebastes diploproa from other studies. Range: range of ages over
which Z was determined.

Study Boehlert (1980)1 Present Study

Area 400261-48°30'N 36°491-48°47'N

Year 1977 1980

Ageing method Surface Surface Section
Sex Female Male Female Male Female Male

Z 0.142 0.104 0.109 0.130 0.049 0.031

Range (years) 6 -25 5- 25 25-48 23-40 22-71 26-75

Z determined from age composition data provided by G. Boehlert.



Table 16. Decomposition of the total instantaneous mortality estimate (Z) into instantaneous fishing
mortality (F) and natural mortality (M), and predicted maximum sustainable yield (MSY) for Sebastes
pinniger. Bo = virgin biomass.

Sex
Ageing method

Female
Surface Section

Male
Surface Section

Combined
Surface Section

F 0.099 0.087 0.097 0.084 0.098 0.084
M 0.353 0.091 0.308 0.005 0.322 0.021
MSY 0.176B

o
0.045B

o
0.154B

o
0.003B

o
0.161B

o
0.010B

o
MSY(surface) 3.88 57.1 15.5
MSY(section)



Table 17. Decomposition of the total instantaneous mortality estimate (Z) into instantaneous fishing
mortality (F) and natural mortality (M), and predicted maximum sustainable yield (MSY) for Sebastes
diploproa. Bo = virgin biomass.

Sex
Ageing method
F

M
MSY

MSY (surface)

Female
Surface Section
0.003 0.003
0.106 0.046
0.106B

o
0.046B

o

2.3

Surface
0.003
0.127
0.127B

o

Male

4.5

Section
0.003
0.028
0.028B

o

Combined
Surface Section
0.003 0.003
0.141 0.047
0.141B

o
0.047B

o

3.0
MSY (section)



Figure 1. External surface of the whole otolith from a
32 cm FL female Sebastes diploproa (A) with a surface age
of 22 yrs and a section age of 25 yrs; and a 52 cm FL male
S. pinniger (3) with a surface age of 18 yrs and a section age

of 19 yrs. C: anterior, D: dorsal, F: focus, P: posterior,

V: ventral, W: posterior projection.
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Figure 2. Enlarged portion of a whole otolith taken from a
31 cm FL male Sebastes diploproa showing a posterior projection
with additional annuli that are not apparent along the focus-
dorsal axis. The surface and section ages of this specimen
were both 28 yrs. P: posterio-dorsal, W: posterior projection.
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Figure 3. Dorso-ventral cross-section of the left otolith from

a 31 cm FL Sebastes diploproa. This specimen had a surface

age of 28 yrs and a section age of 39 yrs. D: dorsal,
F: focus, E: external surface, I: internal surface, V: ventral.
Surface ages would have been determined by counting on the
external side of the otolith from the focus towards the

dorsal edge (arrows).
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Figure 4. Fitted von Bertalanffy,growth curves and
mean lengths-at-age based on surface (squares) and section
ages (circles) for female Sebastes pinniger. Points
representing a single individual are not shown.
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Figure 5. Fitted von 3ertalanffy growth curves and
mean lengths-at-age based on surface (squares) and section
ages (circles) for male Sebastes pinniger. Points
representing a single individual are not shown.
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Figure 6. Length frequencies of the size composition sample
(squares) and age sample (circles) for female (A) and male (B)
Sebastes pinniger.
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Figure 7. Catch curves based on surface (A) and section
ages (B) for female Sebastes pinniger.
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Figure 8. Catch curves based on surface (A) and section
ages (B) for male Sebastes pinni9er.
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Figure 9. Fitted von E3ertalanffy growth curves and mean

lengths-at-age based on surface (squares) and section ages
Icircles) for female Sebastes diploproa. Points representing

00

a single individual are not shown.
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Figure 10. Fitted von Bertalanffy growth curves and mean

lengths-at-age based on surface (squares) and section ages
(circles) for male Sebastes diploproa. Points representing
a single individual are not shown.
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Figure 11. Length frequencies of the size composition sample
(squares) and age sample (circles) for female (A) and male (B)
Sebastes diploproa.
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Figure 12. Catch curves based on surface (A) and section ages
(B) for female Sebastes diploproa.
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Figure 13. Catch curves based on surface (A) and section
ages (B) for male Sebastes diploproa.
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Figure 14. Fitted von Bertalanffy growth curves and mean
lengths-at-age based on surface (squares) and section ages
(circles) showing hypothesized positions of "fast" (B,D)
and "slow-growing" (A,C) specimens.
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Figure 15. Fitted von Bertalanffy growth curves and mean
lengths-at-age based on surface (squares) and section ages
(circles) for female (A) and male (B) Sebastes pinniger
with values representing the percent of the specimens with
lengths greater than the equivalent section age mean
length that have section ages exceeding the surface age.
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Figure 16. Mean surface age deviation of reader 1 (squares)

and reader 2 (circles) from section age for female (A) and
male (B) Sebastes pinniger.
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Figure 17. Fitted von Bertalanffy growth curves and mean
lengths-at-age based on surface (squares) and section ages
(circles) for combined sexes of Sebastes pinniger. Points
representing a single individual are not shown.
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Figure 18. Fitted von Bertalanffy growth curves and mean
lengths-at-age based on surface (squares) and section ages
(circles) for combined sexes of Sebastes diploproa. Points
representing a single individual are not shown.
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Figure 19. Catch curves based on surface (A) and section
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Appendix 1. Estimates of total instantaneous mortality (Z) based

on surface and section ages calculated directly from the age sample,

without the use of an age-length key for Sebastes diploproa and

Sebates pinniger.

Sebastes diploproa:

Ageing
method

Female

Range Z

Male

Range Z

Combined

Range Z

Surface 7-48 0.049 7-41 0.076 7-50 0.072

Section 8-81 0.040 7-75 0.047 8-84 0.048

Sebastes pinniger:

Ageing
method

Female Male Combined

Range Z Range Z Range Z

Surface 12-22 0.452 12-25 0.354 12-25 0.405

Section 12-34 0.183 12-60 0.085 12-60 0.103
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Appendix 2 . Total lengths (TL), fork lengths (FL), and estimated
linear relationship between the two for Sebastes pinniper.

TL

(cm)

FL

(cm)

TL

(cm)

FL

(cm)

235 220 342 330

472 443 410 383

385 363 415 388

434 406 405 382

312 295 328 306

334 312 367 342

414 387 356 337

426 400 360 340

416 392 337 315

327 308 393 370

562 530 343 322

450 423 315 296

415 388 430 404

415 395 505 478

312 295 493 466

457 432 370 350

360 337 376 355

440 417 380 356

265 250 422 395

396 372 456 433

370 345 610 570

345 326 416 393

310 290 382 360

442 414 286 271

312 300 297 280

385 360 305 286

420 397 388 366

465 435 330 310

457 430 499 470

454 425 425 400

285 265 320 302

405 384 412 389

310 290 420 395

528 498

FL = TL (0.940) + 0.373
R2 = 0.999



Appendix 3 . Yield for recruitment using predicted
lengths at age based on surface ages for

female S. pinniger. Instantaneous natural mortality (M) and fishing mortality (F) based on section

ages. G: instantaneous rate of growth.

Mean Mean 1 Wt Wt of

Age length wt G M F G-F-M change stock (kg) Avg wt Yield

(cm) (g)
factor (kg) (kg)

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Total:

50.5

52.0

53.4

54.6

55.6

56.6

57.4

58.1

58.7

59.3

59.8

2257
.078

2440
.071

2619
.059

2779 .048

2916
.048

3058
.038

3175 .032

3279
.027

3370
.027

3463
.022

3541

x 10
-4

; b = 2.665;

mm and w is in gm

1000
.091 .087 -.100 .905

905
.091 .087 -.107 .899

814
.091 .087 -.119 .888

722
.091 .087 -.130 .878

634
.091 .087 -.130 .878

557
.091 .087 -.140 .869

484
.091 .087 -.146 .864

418
.091 .087 -.151 .860

360
.091 .087 -.151 .860

309
.091 .087 -.156 .856

265

r
2
= .824; L = fork length in mm (Golden et a .,

953

860

768

678

596

521

451

389

335

287

1983).

83

75

67

59

52

45

39

34

29

25

508

1 W= aL
b

; a= 1.41

where L is in



Appendix 4 .
Yield for recruitment using predicted lengths at age based on section ages

for female S. pinniger. Instantaneous natural mortality (M) and fishing mortality (F) based on

section ages. G: instantaneous rate of growth.

Mean Mean 1 Wt Wt of

Age length wt G M F G-F-M change stock (kg) Age wt Yield

(mm) (g) factor (kg) (kg)

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Total:

50.6

51.6

52.5

53.3

54.0

54.5

55.0

55.4

55.8

56.0

53.0

2269

2390

2503

2606

2698

2765

2833

2889

2944

2973

3015

.052

.046

.040

.035

.025

.024

.020

.019

.019

.014

.091

.091

.091

.091

.091

.091

.091

.091

.091

.091

.087

.087

.087

.087

.087

.087

.087

.087

.0R7

.087

-.126

-.132

-.138

-.143

-.153

-.154

-.158

-.159

-.168

-.164

.882

.877

.871

.866

.858

.858

.853

.853

.845

.849

1000

882

773

673

583

500

429

366

312

264

224

941

827

723

628

542

465

398

339

288

245

82

72

63

55

47

40

35

30

25

21

470

1 W = al
b

; a= 1.41 x 10
-4

; b= 2.665; r
2 = .824; L = fork length in mm. (Golden et al., 1983).



Appendix 5 . Yield for recruitment using predicted lengths at age based on surface ages

for male S. pinniger. Instantaneous natural mortality (M) and fishing mortality (F) based on

section ages. G: instantaneous rate of growth.

Mean Meant

Age length wt G M F G-F-M

(cm) (g)

Wt
change Wt of Avg wt Yield

factor stock (kg) (kg) (kg)

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Total:

48.3

49.5

50.5

51.3

52.0

52.6

53.1

53.6

53.9

54.2

54.5

54.7

54.9

55.1

1995

2126

2240

2333

2416

2490

2551

2614

2652

2691

2730

2756

2782

2808

.064

.052

.041

.035

.030

.024

.024

.014

.015

.014

.009

.009

.009

.009

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

-.025

-.037

-.048

-.054

-.059

-.065

-.065

-.075

-.074

-.075

-.080

-.080

-.080

-.080

.975

.964

.953

.947

.943

.937

.937

.928

.948

.928

.924

.923

.923

.923

1000

975

940

895

848

800

750

703

652

606

562

519

479

443

407

987

957

918

872

824

775

726

678

629

584

541

499

461

83

80

74

73

69

65

61

57

53

49

45

42

39

794

1 W = aL
b

; a = 2.15 x 10
-4

; b = 2.596; r
2
= .808; L = fork length in mm (Golden et al., 1983)



Appendix 6 . Yield for recruitment using predicted lengths at age based on section ages for

male S. pinniger. Instantaneous natural mortality (M) and fishing mortality (F) based on section

ages. G: instantaneous rate of growth.

Mean Mean
1 Wt

Age length wt G M F G-F-M change Wt of Avg wt Yield

(mm) (g) factor stock (kg) (kg) (kg)

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

Total:

48.3

48.9

49.5

49.9

50.5

50.6

50.9

51.1

51.3

51.4

51.5

51.6

51.7

51.8

1995

2060

2126

2171

2217

2251

2286

2309

2333

2345

2357

2369

2380

2392

.032

.032

.021

.021

.015

.015

.010

.010

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.005

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

.084

-.057

-.057

-.068

-.068

-.074

-.074

-.079

-.079

-.084

-.084

-.084

-.084

-.084

.945

.944

.934

.934

.929

.929

.924

.924

.920

.920

.920

.919

.919

1000

945

892

833

778

723

672

621

574

528

485

446

410

377

972

918

863

806

751

697

646

597

551

506

466

428

394

82

77

73

68

63

59

54

50

46

43

39

36

33

722

1
W = al

b
; a = 2.15 x 10

-4
; b = 2.596; r

2 .808; L = fork length in mm (Golden, et al., 1983).


